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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Rivas, William, Cyber Security Evaluation of CentOS Red Hat Based Operating System Under 

Cyber Attack with Increasing Magnitude, Master of Science in Engineering (MSE), December 

2020, 107 pp., 88 figures, 100 references 

 There are new internet accessible devices on the market every day, any of which can be 

used in a network of zombie machines meant to carry out an attack, called a botnet. These 

botnets are used to flood a system with information, ideally consuming large amounts of 

resources, such as memory or processing power. If the attack is successful, operation within the 

target system is effectively halted, often for long periods of time in the more severe attacks. Just 

like the variety in devices, there is a variety in the software that operates these devices. In this 

experiment, I focus efforts on comparing the ability of CentOS 15 with Windows Server 2012R 

to function under attack. I analyze four popular DDoS attacks using simulated network traffic 

consisting of botnets ranging from of over 16 million systems, 65 thousand systems and 254 

systems in a controlled, closed environment. 
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CHAPTER I   
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 It is no secret that the number of devices with internet connectivity is at the highest it’s 

ever been and is only going to continue to grow. Especially with the rise of cryptocurrency in 

recent years [5]. It is because of this that there should be awareness about the DDoS attacks that 

occur daily. Simply put, a distributed denial of service attack (DDoS) is a coordinated attack 

made by several computing systems that have been compromised by a user or group of users, 

sometimes referred to as a “hacker group”. There are many methods of acquiring these large 

banks of computing devices, ranging from phishing, social engineering, exploits, etc. These large 

computer banks of machines seized by hacker groups are called botnets. Each bot is an 

individual machine and is referred to as a bot simply because it is meant to be used not by a 

single user, but instead in conjunction with even more “bots”. There machines are used without 

the knowledge of the owner or administrator, often undetected unless actively inspected for 

suspicious transmissions. The intention is to disrupt. The intention is often a means to an end. 

One such example is the attacks on cryptocurrency exchanges [5].  In this example, these attacks 

are intended to disrupt trading of cryptocurrency, with the possibility of theft of currency.  This 

is just one example of an everyday occurrence. The power and magnitude of these attacks 

depends on the size of the botnet available to the attacker or attackers. To reiterate, the goal here 

is to disrupt a target system [2].
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With the Internet of Things, or IoT, booming in recent years, available devices have 

spiked. This led to an increase in DDoS attacks in the last two years. Not only has the frequency 

increased, but so has the intensity by several hundred percent [1]. In previous years, attacks of a 

couple hundred Gigabytes were enough to bring a service to a halt. Recently in 2018, 

Akamai/Prolexic reported the 1.3Tbps attack against Github and shortly after that an attack of 

1.7 Tbps was reported by a separate mitigation agency [3]. Fortunately, both attacks were 

mitigated before any long-term damage could occur. In less than 3 years, the strength of possible 

attacks has increased by a staggering amount. Kaspersky Lab performs a quarterly DDoS 

Intelligence Report. The report for the fourth quarter of 2019 shows a clear and strong growth in 

attacks, especially smart attacks. This report also shows a distinctly popularity in TCP attacks 

performed in the final quarter of last year, although all types of attacks continue to occur and are 

just as relevant. This report goes on to show that the vast majority of botnets are registered in the 

United States.[4]. 

In order to cement my understanding of these attacks and the significance of preventing 

these types of attacks, several publications were covered [6-15]. This paper will focus on four 

commonly Layer 3 and Layer 4, shown in Kaspersky’s quarterly report: TCP, UDP, Ping (ICMP), 

and Smurf (ICMP) [4]. In order to evaluate CentOS’s ability to mitigate difference intensity of 

attack, different Classes of addressing are used in this evaluation; Specifically, Class A, Class B, 

and Class C addressing schemes are employed.  

There is much debate as to which Operating System is best for server-side operations. 

When deciding on a commercial Operating System, there are typically three choices: Windows, 

Apple, or one of the various distributions of Linux. However, these options become fewer when 

deciding what OS to use for server operations. This is due to macOS server being proprietary and 
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useful only to homes or businesses dedicated to using Mac products, which limits the flexibility 

and compatibility. This leaves the debate between the final two contenders, Windows and Linux.  

Windows is the most widely used operating system since most people are familiar with it 

and it is very user friendly. Windows server is very popular for back-end operations for the same 

reason, whether it be business or home use. Most people’s first OS is Windows; Since it is quite 

common, one should have minimal issue with flexibility or compatibility between systems. 

Windows also comes prepackaged with many utilities which aid runtime and assist users. 

However, ease of use is not the most important specification when it comes to choosing a server 

OS, especially for business. 

When running servers for business with a large number of users, Distributed Denial of 

Service (DDoS) attacks are commonplace. Windows may be the most popular operating systems 

for several reasons, but the question is if this is true from a security standpoint. The ease of use 

and flexibility mean nothing when the entire system is unusable due to system resources being 

consumed by dummy traffic. Since Windows comes with many utilities that run in the 

background, this bloat may also contribute to an attack indirectly, further saturating the systems 

resources. 

This leads to the other end of the debate. With Linux, you have the ability to build your 

operating system from the kernel up. You can choose what software and utilities run and when. 

This eliminates any bloat that may come with a Windows system. This is to say that Windows 

has software that runs by default when using a fresh install that Linux does not. This can create 

additional overhead that could ideally be used circumvent the attack or continue operation under 

attack load. Aside from all this, several distributions of Linux, including ones for server 

operations, can be acquired for free.  
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The most popular Linux distributions for server-side use are UBUNTU Server, CentOS, 

and Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL); the latter OS is specifically designed for business use 

and is very popular amongst large companies. CentOS will be the primary topic of this 

evaluation. CentOS is based on Red Hat and is often regarded as the free version of RHEL. 

CentOS by default, requires most utilities to be configured by the user, i.e. the firewall that is 

included in the OS packages blocks all traffic and protocols need to be enabled. Linux also 

allows minimalist installations, command line only. In this sense, you can build upwards based 

on your security needs and resource pool.  The variety of options and control allow very flexible 

fault handling. 

Up until this point, my research has consisted of stress testing Operating Systems on 

fixed hardware, typically Windows Server. I modeled this experiment after previous experiments 

where we set up a target server flooded it with attack traffic to monitor the effect DDoS attacks 

have on internet connectivity [15]. In that experiment, we set up a Target/ Victim, supplied it 

with “normal traffic” and then interrupted the normal traffic with Layer 4 attack traffic, 

TCPSYN Flood and UDP Flood. Again, this was only performed on Windows Server. While 

researching I began reading Kaspersky Quarterly Reports and determined I wanted to compare a 

Windows environment to a Linux environment, since those are the two most attacked Operating 

Systems [4]. Apple server is not listed in the Quarterly Reports, as most of its components have 

been stripped and it was ultimately discontinued [99].I chose CentOS as the Linux distribution 

for this experiment because it is the distribution I had spent the most time practicing with and I 

wanted to evaluate the operating system as I had evaluated Windows Server in the past [15]. 

Since this is an evaluation of CentOS as well as a comparison to Windows, I included Layer 3 

attacks as well: Layer 3 attacks being Ping Flood and Smurf attack.  
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Most comparisons I came across opted for Linux as the superior OS when compared to 

Windows, citing scalability and smaller installation footprint as well as many other points [100]. 

My hypothesis is that CentOS will outperform Windows Server 2012R under DDoS attack when 

both Operating Systems are evaluated out-of-the-box, based on the smaller footprint and the 

difference in CPU scheduling [97,100]. I want to evaluate both OS out-of-the-box because the 

less configuration the consumer has to perform, the better, and CentOS is packaged with less 

bloatware than Windows 2012R so I determine it will outperform [100].  

 

Problem Statement 

Issues with cyber-security are ever-growing. Internet usage is commonplace today and 

with that, comes all the problem that are typical for internet usage. The most commonly used 

Operating Systems may not be best when it comes to ensuring the integrity of your data. 

Regardless of the Operating System, hardware, or software, computer systems come with certain 

vulnerabilities. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) occur daily and all over the world against 

every type of service available. These attacks aim to deny the user access and disrupt a target 

service. Every operating system comes with tools to help ward off threats, but commercial 

operating systems may come with additional bloatware that can use up resources in the 

background and add to the resource saturation brought on by traffic floods. This paper will focus 

on testing two Operating Systems’ built-in protection and making a comparison between the two. 

Windows is a very popular, common OS but this experiment intends to argue that CentOS may 

be a better out-of-the-box option. This experiment will consist of comparing Windows Server 

2012R and CentOS and running four different DDoS attacks of varying magnitudes against these 
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systems with their most default operational configuration. The four attacks used in this 

experiment will be Ping Flood, Smurf Attack, TCPSYN Flood, and UDP Flood. 

 

Distributed Denial of Service Attacks and the OSI Model 

A Denial of Service attack (DoS attack) is form of a cyber-attack which means to prevent 

client operation of a target computer system. In a Denial of Service attack, a host floods a target 

services with false traffic. A notable example used for stress testing DoS attacks is the Low Orbit 

Ion Canon (LOIC), which floods a target with either TCP or UDP packets. A Distributed Denial 

of Service attack (DDoS attack) shares the same goal as a DoS attack; the key difference being a 

DoS attack is carried out by a single host, while a DDoS attack is carried out by a network of 

hosts, called a botnet. Typically, this botnet is a network of hijacked computers taken over by the 

party carrying out the attack [2]. 

 

Figure I-1 Denial of Service Attack Diagram 
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Figure I-2 Distributed Denial of Service Attack Diagram 

 

The OSI, or the Open Systems Interconnections Model, is a very basic concept model of 

communication between devices. The intention is a standard form of communication adhered by 

computing devices. This breaks down communication into layers that rely on the previous layer 

in order to pass information along, also known as encapsulation and decapsulation. Figure I-3 

represents an OSI Model that illustrates encapsulation and decapsulation. The OSI model has a 

total of seven layers. For this evaluation, we are going to focus on two adjacent layers, Network 

and Transport. 
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Figure I-3 OSI Model Illustration [98] 

 

The attacks outlined in this paper are primarily ICMP Ping Flood Attack, ICMP Smurf 

Attack, TCPSYN Flood attack, and UDP Flood Attack. The former two are OSI Network Layer 

attacks and the latter are OSI Transport Layer attacks; Layers 3 and 4, respectively. Each of these 

attacks intends to exploit the automated responses to requests in order to render the target device, 

or devices, inoperable. Albeit in different ways. The key difference is the way each protocol at 

each layer in the OSI model works. Each attack will be outlined in detail with illustrations for 

easy understanding. 

 

Ping Flood DDoS Attack 

The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is a feedback oriented protocol designed 

to run on IP and is outlined in RFC 792; since this is primarily a means of fault communication 

for hosts and runs on IP, this protocol functions under Layer-3 of the OSI Model. ICMP 

messages are used to indicate a problem with communication or errors processing packets or 

datagrams. Although, ICMP is not meant to perfect. There is the possibility of ICMP packet loss 
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or datagram loss with no ICMP packet indicating the loss. Because of this, other protocol that 

encapsulate Layer 3, such as Layer 4, have their own means of creating reliable transmission. An 

example would be the previously mentioned three-way handshake. ICMP is not only used for 

reporting errors, however. It can also be used to redirect traffic and determine if a host on the 

system is responding or not active. Since ICMP has so many functions, it can be broken down 

into several different types, each of which have indicators of their particular purpose. [16-17] 

 

Ping Flooding 

ICMP Echo Request, or ICMP Ping, is used to determine if a host is listening and able to 

communicate.  The initial host will send a packet to the second host. The second host will then 

reverse the source and destination IP addresses included in the ICMP Request when generating 

an ICMP Reply packet to send back to the initial host. This indicates that the second host is 

active and listening for communication. There are scenarios where the second host may be 

offline or set to ignore incoming ICMP Requests. In these cases, the second host may respond 

with different packet, such as ICMP Destination Unreachable. For this evaluation, it is assumed 

the target machine is actively listening for ICMP Request packets. [16] 

 

Figure I-4 ICMP Request Process 

This automated process leads to another vulnerability that can be taken advantage of by 

an attacker. For every ICMP Request received, a listening host must create and transmit an 

ICMP Reply packet back to the original requester. So, the attacker transmits ICMP Ping Request 
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packets from every host on their botnet to the target system. The target system will receive each 

of these packets and begin using resources to write ICMP Reply packets and transmit them to the 

hosts on the botnet, who are simply dropping the Reply packets and sending more ICMP Request 

packets. This leads to mass consumption of resources and the inability to process legitimate 

services and disrupt normal traffic to the target system.  

 

Figure I-5 ICMP Ping Flood, Target System is Flooded with ICMP Request Packets 

 

Smurf DDoS Attack 

The Internet Control Message Protocol is also the main protocol for this type of attack as 

well. Refer to Figure I-4 for details on the function and importance of ICMP. While the previous 

section outlined and attack using the ICMP Request function, this type of attack utilizes the 

ICMP Reply function as the means of flooding the target system with data and exhausting the 

target systems resources. Although they use the same protocol, this type of attack could be 

considered more sophisticated in comparison to the ICMP Ping Flood attack. This type of DDoS 

attack utilizes “man-in-the-middle” techniques. [16] 
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Smurf Attack 

As previously stated, for every Request there must be a Reply. In this type of attack, the 

intention is not simply to mass transmit packets to a target system, but instead to trick the 

infected network into mass transmitting these packets for the attacker. The attacker spoofs their 

IP address so the source address in the ICMP header file indicates that the attacker is the target 

system. The attacker then broadcasts ICMP Request packets to every host on the botnet. Then, 

by normal function of ICMP, each host then reverses the source and destination fields in the 

ICMP header and creates ICMP Reply packets to send back to the source of the ICMP Request 

packets, i.e. the target system. Now the target system is being flooded with ICMP Reply packets 

and uses resources to process each packet. This type of attack is more complex because it 

requires the attacker to disguise itself as the target system and this requires specific information 

about the target system that may not be readily available. [16] 

 

Figure I-6 ICMP Smurf Attack, Target System is Flooded with ICMP Reply Packets 
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TCP DDoS attack 

 

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a connection-oriented protocol outlined in 

RFC 793; one of the current standards for end-to-end communication and functions under Layer-

4 of the OSI Model. This documentation states that TCP is reliable for assuring the integrity of 

the transmission. No transmission occurs until both hosts have confirmed a reliable connection to 

each other. This method is called the “three-way handshake”. This connection remains open until 

transmission is complete, then closes. If no secure connection is established, the packets are 

dropped. This protocol is very commonly used by applications such as e-mail (SMTP), File 

Transfer Protocol (FTP), Secure Shell (SSH) for remote-access, as well as P2P file sharing and 

many others that can also be viewed in RFC 793 [18]. 

 

TCP-SYN Flooding 

As mentioned before, TCP provides a reliable stable connection by implementing a 

method called the “three-way handshake”. This can also be described as “SYN, SYN+ACK, 

ACK.”   

In order to initiate a new TCP connection, the host requesting the connection transmits a 

TCP packet containing an active Synchronize (SYN) flag and a sequence number to the second 

host. The sequence number is randomly generated when the request packet is created by the 

initial host system. The second host, the receiver, must respond with a packet containing an 

active Synchronize-Acknowledge (SYN-ACK) flag, the sequence number received in the SYN 

packet incremented by one, now referred to as the acknowledgment number, and a separate 
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randomly generated sequence number. To finalize the connection, the initiating host responds to 

the receiving host with an active Acknowledge (ACK) flag, the sequence number for this packet 

is the received acknowledgment number also incremented by one. Once this packet is received 

by the second host, the connection is fully established [18]. 

 

 

Figure I-7 TCP/IP "Three Way Handshake" 

 

An attack occurs when a third-party takes advantage of this automated process with 

packets specifically designed to disrupt this handshake. The attacker, usually protected by using 

spoofed IP addresses and armed with a botnet army, floods a targeted system with TCP-SYN 

segments without sending ACK packets and fulfilling the 3-way handshake, illustrated in Figure 

I-7. The result is half-open connections saturating the Transmission Control Block (TCB) and 

preventing new connections from normal users to be established. The TCB also holds 

information for all active/half active connections, each of which uses some system resources to 

maintain their status as half-open. These half-open connections are dropped after a period, 

however. The intention of the attack is to establish and keep as many half-open connections as 

possible while the target system keeps them open for the configured period and eventually tries 

to drop them.  
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Figure I-8 TCP SYN Flood, Target System filled with half-open connections[15] 

 

UDP DDoS attacks 

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a “connection-less” oriented protocol outlined in 

RFC 768; another current standard for end-to-end communication and functions under Layer-4 

of the OSI Model. UDP is an alternative mode of packet transfer that is connection-less in the 

sense that this protocol does not require a three-way handshake. So, this protocol is quicker and 

requires less resources, at the expense of integrity and security. UDP does not guarantee packet 

delivery or packet duplication protection.  UDP datagram headers are constructed in a way 

similar to TCP headers; the key difference much of the transmission data typically included in a 

TCP header is left out of a UDP header. The only information needed for UDP datagram 

transmission is Destination Port, Length, and Checksum. UDP can check if integrity has changed 

in transit, but no indication is transmitted, the datagram is merely dropped. UDP relies on 

Internet Protocol to be the underlying protocol. UDP is typically used in video streaming and 

Trivial File Transfer, as well as others listed in the respective RFC [19-20]. 
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Figure I-9 UDP Transmission Process[15] 

 

UDP Flooding 

Since UDP datagrams are “send it and forget it”, these datagrams are sent directly to the 

destination port listed in the header and no record is kept of receival, or if the packet is dropped. 

However, if a UDP datagram is sent to port that is closed, Windows will respond with an ICMP 

Destination Unreachable packet. This is one of the only indicators a packet was received. While 

enabled in Windows, CentOS has this function disabled by default. This is done to prevent CPU 

saturation from creating these ICMP packets. However, receiving a large amount of UDP 

packets may still cause CPU saturation, if the botnet is large enough. So, simply put, a UDP 

flood typically consists of a large amount of ingress UDP packets and a large amount of egress 

ICMP packets, if the listening port is closed. However, since the OS being evaluated has these 

ICMP DU packets disabled and does not respond to UDP datagrams being sent to a closed port, 

we only need to worry about the former ingress attack traffic. 
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Figure I-10 UDP Flood, Target System is flooded with UDP Datagrams 

 

Experiment Outline 

 For this evaluation, I performed various DDoS attacks against a target machine that was 

under HTTP GET packet load in order to test the availability of the web server under legitimate 

traffic and attack traffic. The legitimate traffic is simulated users attempting to access a web 

server, while the attack traffic comes from botnets that increase by certain thresholds based on 

the class of IP Addressing used. The target machine is consistent throughout the experiment and 

the specifications are listed below. 

The testing environment used in this evaluation is illustrated in Figure I-11. This setup can 

be broken down into three sections: Attacker/Botnet, Normal Traffic, and the intended Victim 

machine. The Attacker transmits traffic intended to interrupt the Victim machine operation. The 

Normal Traffic machine transmits HTTP GET packets, intended to simulate a typical website. 

The Victim Machine records its resources consumption as it is attacked. The Victim Machine is a 

Dell PowerEdge T320 Server with the following specifications: 

• Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2407 v2 @ 2.40GHz Processor 
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• 8 GB of RAM. 

• CentOS 15 as one Operating System. 

o Apache as the server 

• Windows 2012R Server as the other Operating System 

o IIS as the server 

The Victim server will receive four types of DDoS attack traffic from three botnets of 254 

systems, 65 thousand systems and, 16+ million systems: random Class C, B, and A addresses, 

respectively. This is to say that for each of these systems an IP Address is generated and packets 

(dependent on the type of attack) are sent from that address to the Victim before another address 

is randomly generated and more packets are sent.  

Normal traffic was a set of simulated users attempting to reach a website hosted by 

Apache within CentOS and IIS within Windows at 3000 HTTP GET transactions per second. To 

create a baseline, each trial begins with normal traffic being sent to the web server unimpeded by 

attack traffic. For the remainder of the trial, simulated attack traffic was generated and pushed to 

the victim server with an initial rate of 100 Megabits per second (Mbps) increasing by 100Mbps 

every 5 minutes to a maximum of 1Gbps, the maximum attack load for each trial. Each trial is 

roughly an hour long. In order to determine the ability of each Operating System to perform 

under DDoS attack, processor utilization and HTTP transactions per second were measured and 

recorded using network analyzing software. CentOS firewall blocks all ports and protocols by 

default, so these had to be enabled. No ports were changed, and all protocols follow their 

respective RFCs.  
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Figure I-11 Experimental Setup[15] 

 

I began by evaluating the operability of Windows Server 2012R under heavy load. I 

gathered HTTP GET transaction information as well as CPU usage data using the built-in data 

collector software. I gathered data for each DDoS attack under each size of botnet. This data 

served as my baseline for the remainder of the experiment. I continued gathering data, now with 

a CentOS installation. Similar to Windows trials, I gathered HTTP GET transaction data and 

CPU usage data using a Linux utility called SYSSTAT. For each attack and botnet size, I 

gathered the HTTP GET transaction data for each OS and plotted it on the same axis to get visual 

comparison. The same was done with the CPU usage data. Inspection of these plots can 

determine which operating system is superior in terms of mitigating DDoS attack at varying 

scales.  
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CHAPTER II   

WINDOWS SERVER OPERATING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE UNDER DDOS ATTACK 

This section begins with Layer 3 attacks, or Network Layer attacks. In the OSI model, 

higher layers encapsulate lower layers so, for example, Transport Layer attacks still include the 

use of IP. However, these different layers have their own means of security and maintaining 

communication integrity. Meaning, the methods used in Layer 3 will different from those of 

Layer 4 as they are meant to work at different stages. So, there should be discernable difference 

in the results of each attack. The attacks we will focus on first are Layer 3 attacks, followed by 

Layer 4 attacks.  

In order to quantify each Operating System’s ability to function under DDoS Attack, we 

gathered usage data from the CPU and monitored throughput traffic into the target machine. The 

Data Collector Set was used to gather the CPU data for each of the Windows trials. This is a 

built-in utility unique to Windows. This utility recorded the CPU percent usage for each 

individual core of the CPU, as well as the average of all the cores, at 1 second intervals. This 

data is broken down into two figures for each trial: the behavior of each core under DDoS attack 

and the Total Average CPU Usage.  
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Windows Ping Flood Attack 

Ping Class A – 16M Hosts 

 The experiment began the Windows Trials with a Ping Flood Attack from a Random IP 

Class A network. Figure II-1 shows that CPU usage for each core sits around 20% during the 

baseline reading. This is normal CPU usage with only normal traffic and no attack traffic being 

administered. Attack traffic is introduced initially at 100MBps, or 10% load. Each CPU core 

more than doubles in usage; the initial reading shows roughly 45% for each core. This sharp 

increase continues into 200 Mbps. Once 30% load attack traffic begins, the usage for each core 

drops to about 35-40% for the remainder of the trial. Even at max load, 1Gbps, CPU usage sits at 

about 30-35%. Figure II-2 more clearly indicates this plateau in the CPU usage data. The attack 

traffic being sent in this attack is ICMP Ping Request packets, so this behavior is likely the 

Operating System dropping the Request Packets once a certain threshold of CPU usage was met 

in order to halt the usage of resources toward processing ICMP Packets.  

 

Figure II-1 Ping Flood – Class A – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure II-2 Ping Flood – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Ping Class B – 65k Hosts 

 The baseline reading for Class B Address trial shows a nominal 20% CPU usage across 

every core. Once attack traffic has begun with 10% load, the usage rises to 35% across all CPU 

cores. The CPU usage spikes to over 50% once 200 Mbps attack load begins. Similar to the 

Class A trial, the CPU usage begins to stabilize once the 30% attack load threshold is met. This 

is likely for the same reason and the Operating system is dropping the traffic past a certain point. 

The CPU core usage rises again briefly during the 80-90% attack traffic load, but then drops 

back down to 25% once max attack load is reached. This is likely due to a background process 

that briefly increased processor core usage, as it is a consistent rise across all cores.   
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Figure II-3 Ping Flood – Class B – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure II-4 Ping Flood – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Ping Class C – 254 Hosts 

 Once again, the baseline reading shows the expected 20% CPU core usage. At this point, 

its safe to indicate that 20% is the ‘idle’ CPU usage we should come to expect for the remainder 

of the experiment. Similarly, once the attack traffic begins, there is a large spike in CPU core 
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usage. This trend continues until the 20% attack load threshold, peaking at 45% CPU core usage. 

Once the 30% attack load is reached, the CPU core usage has already begun to drop. Once the 

trial reached 40% attack load, we are sitting at the normal idle traffic, 20%. After this, however, 

the traffic rises again and plateaus at 30% for the remainder of the trial.  

 

Figure II-5 Ping Flood – Class C – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure II-6 Ping Flood – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Windows Ping Total Average CPU Utilization Comparison 

Since Class A, Class B, and Class C all differ so greatly in the number of hosts available 

to each class, you would expect this certain difference to be reflected in the resulting plots as 

well. Figure II-7 shows the total CPU usage for each of the Class A, B and C trials, average 

across each CPU core. In every trial, the CPU usage peaked around the 20% attack load, or 200 

Mbps. The Figure illustrates the trend of Class A peaking the highest with 60%, with B in the 

middle with 50% and C the lowest peak with 40%. Finally, all trials end at max attack load, with 

30% CPU core usage. This trend persists throughout the rest of the trials. Although the number 

of hosts are different, each trial shows similar behavior. This may be indicative of Windows 

2012R handles a large amount of ICMP packets in a very specific way; working quickly to 

process the packets and then drop them just as quickly when there is a very large amount of 

ingress ICMP traffic. This conclusion is consistent with the plot generated. 

 

Figure II-7 Ping Flood – All Classes – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Windows Ping HTTP GET Transaction Loss (Estimated from Output PDF) 

 The following Figure illustrates the other criteria with which we are comparing Windows 

with Linux, the ability to process legitimate traffic while under DDoS Attack, in this case Ping 

Flood attack. The baseline “normal” traffic we have set for every trial in this experiment is 3000 

HTTP GET transactions per second. This will be indicated at the start of every trial. Figure 8 

shows that across each Ping Flood trial, the server received all transactions until about the 

300Mbps or 30% attack load. After, each trial shows a rapid decline in server availability. In this 

experiment, below 500 HTTP GET transactions per second is considered inoperable. Ping Flood 

attack reached this point as early as 70% attack load, or 700 MBps, across all class trials. At max 

attack load, HTTP GET transactions have dropped below 200 transactions per second.  So, while 

the target server is still operable during the attack, many legitimate users are affected by the 

attack in their loss of availability of the target service.  

 

Figure II-8 Ping Flood – All Classes – HTTP GET Transaction Rate 
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Windows Smurf Attack 

Smurf Class A – 16M Hosts 

 This section of the experiment begins with a Smurf Attack from a Random IP Class A 

network. Figure II-9 indicates that the target machine is running at a nominal 20% CPU usage in 

preparation for the attack traffic. Attack traffic is introduced at 10% load which immediately 

increases the CPU usage to almost 75%. This increase continues into 200 Mbps where CPU 

usages has passed 80%. Once 30% load attack traffic begins, the usage for each core rises to 

90% for the remainder of the trial. This point can be considered total CPU saturation and the 

target machine is not usable. This occurs as early as 300Mbps, or 30% attack load, under Class A 

and can be seen in Figure II-10. Compared to Ping Flood, another ICMP based attack, you can 

see in this trial that Smurf Attacks have a much more severe effect on a target machine. This is 

because the attack traffic is coming from known devices so the system is less likely to drop 

excess traffic.  

 

Figure II-9 Smurf Attack – Class A – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure II-10 Smurf Attack – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Smurf Class B – 65k Hosts 

 The baseline reading for Class B Address trial shows 20% CPU usage. Once attack traffic 

has begun, the usage jumps to 70%. Over the rest of the trial, the CPU usage rises to 90% and 

remains there. Once the attack reaches 300 Mbps, the system is at full saturation. Similar to the 

Class A trial, the CPU usage increases to the point of inoperability from a relatively low attack 

load. Class B still has a significant number of available hosts, but very short of the amount Class 

A. However, the attack is just as severe. So, under Smurf DDoS attack, a successful attack 

doesn’t require millions of hosts. Several thousand hosts are enough to fully saturate the target 

CPU.  
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Figure II-11 Smurf Attack – Class B – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure II-12 Smurf Attack – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Smurf Class C – 254 Hosts 

 In this trial the baseline reading shows an above average 30% CPU core usage. However, 

this change is not large enough to signify anything out of the ordinary so this will be considered 

normal background process interference. Similar to previous Smurf Attack trials, once the attack 

traffic begins there is a rapid increase in CPU core usage. The initial jump at 100Mbps is more 

than double the normal traffic CPU usage. Once 300 Mbps is reached, the CPU usage is at 90%. 

This trend continues until the max load of attack traffic where we get a small drop to 70% usage. 

This is likely due to Class C having the smallest number of available hosts and once the attack 

persists for a period, the attack traffic begins to be dropped. Smurf attacks can be devastating to a 

target system. As few as 256 hosts can cause CPU usage to reach maximum capacity.  

 

Figure II-13 Smurf Attack – Class C – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure II-14 Smurf Attack – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Windows Smurf Total Average CPU Utilization Comparison 

 Figure II-15 shows a comparison between all Class trials under Smurf Attack. In 

this comparison, it is not so easy to discern which attack was the most significant. Regardless of 

the size of the botnet, the results indicated that Smurf attacks can be devastating if performed 

properly.  All trials show normal CPU usage in the baseline phases with the first large jump at 

100Mbps and shortly after at 300Mbps, the target device was already at 90% CPU usage.  The 

target remained at 90% for the rest of the trial. However, Class B and Class C show a small 

decrease once max load of 1Gbps is achieved. Regardless of this, the device is still at 70% under 

Class C attack and that is still quite high. Although this type of attack can easily lock up a target 

device, it is simple to mitigate this type of attack by configuring your device to filter out 

excessive ICMP Requests. 
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Figure II-15 Smurf Attack – All Classes – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Windows Smurf HTTP GET Transaction Loss (Estimated from Output PDF) 

 Figure II-16 shows the HTTP GET transaction rate comparison for the Smurf Flood 

trials. Initially, we have the normal 3000 HTTP GET packets per second rate of traffic. Figure II-

16 shows that across each Smurf attack trial, the server received normal traffic levels until about 

the 200Mbps mark. It was at this point there was a sharp decline in server availability. By 300 

Mbps, half of HTTP connections were lost. By 400 Mbps, the amount of successful transactions 

was less than 200 and effectively 0 for the remaining time. A Smurf attack was able to prevent 

availability to the target service, regardless of the botnet size, and at relatively low attack load. 
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Figure II-16 Smurf Attack – All Classes – HTTP GET Transaction Rate 

 

Windows TCPSYN Attack 

TCPSYN Attack Class A – 16M Hosts 

 This section features Transport Layer attacks, or Layer 4 Attacks. Figure II-17 shows that 

the target server is running at 20% CPU usage with no attack traffic introduced. This is 

consistent with previous results and the background interference is now absent. Attack traffic is 

introduced at 100 Mbps and the target CPU core usage jumps to 80%. This is where the usage 

level remains for the rest of the Class A trial. At 80%, every CPU core is being utilized almost to 

max and the target machine is not usable. Under TCPSYN Class A attack, the target system is 

disrupted as soon as attack traffic is introduced. When compared to the previous Layer 3 attacks, 

what this attack lacks in severity it makes up for in consistency. This is likely due to Layer 4 

protocols relying on Layer 3 protocols, such as TCP utilizing IP. This is why TCP is referred to 

as TCP/IP. Since TCP is connection oriented, requests for handshake are not dropped as readily 

as ICMP messages. Since TCP is working off IP, these packets are more resource intensive to 

process. 
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Figure II-17 TCPSYN Attack – Class A – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure II-18 TCPSYN Attack – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

TCPSYN Attack Class B – 65k Hosts 

 The baseline for Class B Address trial shows the expected 20% CPU usage. Once attack 

traffic in introduced, the usage jumps to 60%. At 200 Mbps attack load, the usage rises to 70%. 

Once the attack reaches 300 Mbps, the CPU core usage rises over 80% and averages around 85% 
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for the remainder of the test. This trial showed a similar trend to TCPSYN class A as the 

saturation point is about 80-85%. However, Class B addressing did not reach this point as 

quickly as Class A. This trial reached the 80% mark around 300 Mbps while Class A reached it 

as soon as attack traffic was introduced.  

 

Figure II-19 TCPSYN Attack – Class B – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure II-20 TCPSYN Attack – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 
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TCPSYN Attack Class C – 254 Hosts 

 Figure II-21 and II-22 show the expected 20% normal CPU usage. As attack traffic is 

introduced, you see a small increase in the CPU usage. At 100 Mbps, the plot shows a little over 

double the normal CPU usage levels a 40%. At 200 Mbps, the CPU usage spikes at a little under 

60% CPU usage. However, after this initial spike in CPU usage, the levels drop down to 35-40%. 

For the remainder of the trial, the CPU core usage is sustained at 40% CPU usage, including max 

load. This trial is indicative of the effect the size of the botnet has on the DDoS attack. The initial 

test with 16M+ hosts had instant CPU saturation, with Class B functioning briefly before CPU 

saturation. This trial shows the target machine is still operable for the duration of the attack. So, 

if the intention is to interrupt the host with a TCPSYN attack, more hosts would yield better 

results.  

 

Figure II-21 TCPSYN Attack – Class C – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure II-22 TCPSYN Attack – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Windows TCPSYN Total Average CPU Utilization Comparison 

 Figure II-23 shows a comparison between all Class trials under TCPSYN Attack. At first 

glance, you can clearly indicate the individual trend between each class. More so than with the 

previous Smurf trials. Unlike those trials, the size of the botnet has an effect on the results of the 

TCPSYN attack for every class.  All trials show normal CPU usage in the baseline phases with 

Class A showing CPU saturation at 10% attack load. Class B follows a similar trend but doesn’t 

reach saturation under 30% attack load. Class C attack doesn’t lock up the CPU like the previous 

trials, however.   For the length of the attack, CPU core usage peaks briefly and then maintains a 

40% CPU core usage, well within usable parameters. 
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Figure II-23 TCPSYN Attack – All Classes – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Windows TCPSYN HTTP GET Transaction Loss (Estimated from Output PDF) 

 Figure 24 shows the HTTP GET transaction rate comparison for the TCPSYN Attack 

trials. Initially, the normal 3000 HTTP GET packets per second rate of traffic is measured. The 

Figure shows that during each TCPSYN trial, the server ranged from operable to complete loss 

of availability. Class A trial shows that once attack traffic was introduced, the server was unable 

to process any new legitimate connections. Class B shows normal operation until 300 Mbps, 

where there is a large decline in connections. By the time 400 Mbps is reached, less than 500 

connections are being established. Soon after at 500 Mbps, availability is lost. During the Class 

C trials, the HTTP connection data shows a gradual decline in availability of the server. Once the 

trial reaches max load however, less than 500 HTTP connections can be made.   The results of 

these trials are an indicator of the effect of botnet size for Layer 4 DDoS Attacks.  
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Figure II-24 TCPSYN Attack – All Classes – HTTP GET Transaction Rate 

 

Windows UDP Flood Attack 

UDP Flood Class A – 16M Hosts 

 Typically, a UDP flood involved ICMP Destination Unreachable messages as well.  

However, this requires the UDP port to be closed. In CentOS, these messages are not sent and 

UDP datagrams sent to the closed port are dropped. For this reason, these trials will be conducted 

with the UDP port OPEN. 

 Figure II-25 shows that the target server is running at normal CPU usage before the 

attack traffic begins. Attack traffic is initiated starting with 100 Mbps and the target CPU core 

usage immediately rises to 60%. Once 200 Mbps traffic begins, the CPU usage rises and 

approaches 70%. At 300 Mbps, the usage drops back down to 60% and stays between 60% and 

70% for the remaining time. Even at max load, the CPU core usage is nearly 65%. Under UDP 

Class A attack, the target system is not entirely disrupted but will exhibit poor performance. 

Opposed to TCPSYN’s handshake method of connection, UDP requires no acknowledgement 
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and are of lower importance; they may be lost or dropped. This would explain why compared to 

TCPSYN 80-90% level of CPU saturation, UDP only reaches about 65%. There is likely a 

specific capacity to process UDP datagrams before they are dropped.  

 

Figure II-25 UDP Flood – Class A – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure II-26 UDP Flood – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 
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UDP Flood Class B – 65k Hosts 

 The baseline shows the expected 20% CPU usage consistent with each trial. Once the 

attack traffic begins, the CPU core usage rises to around 60%. The CPU usage stays consistently 

at 60-65% until the 600 Mbps mark where it peaks at 70%. The CPU core usage stays 60-65% 

for most of the test time, very similar to Class A. This further indicates the possibly of a capacity 

as, regardless of the size of the botnet, CPU usage remains unchanged.  Must like the previous 

trial, the moment attack traffic is introduced, the CPU reaches a point where performance would 

be poor, but availability would continue.  

 

Figure II-27 UDP Flood – Class B – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure II-28 UDP Flood – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

UDP Flood Class C – 254 Hosts 

 The following Figures indicate the expected 20% normal CPU usage initially. Once the 

attack traffic begins, just like the previous trials, the CPU core usage rises to about 60%. At 200 

Mbps, the CPU usage spikes to around 65% CPU usage. After, for the remainder of the trial, the 

CPU core usage continues to stay at around 60-65%. At max load, the CPU core usage peaks at 

70%. The results of Class C confirm that under UDP attack, CPU usage will reach a certain 

capacity and begin dropping UDP packets to prevent resource overconsumption. Regardless of 

the botnet size, whether 16 million or 254 hosts, UDP flood attack reach a certain threshold 

where service performance suffers but availability is not lost.  
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Figure II-29 UDP Flood – Class C – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure II-30 UDP Flood – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Windows UDP Total Average CPU Utilization Comparison 

 Figure II-31 shows a comparison between all Class trials under UDP Flood. Throughout 

the UDP trials, it was hypothesized that UDP Flood attacks are handled by limiting the amount 
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of UDP datagrams that can be processed at once and dropping the rest. This seems likely to be 

the case according to the Figure below. Performance under UDP Flood attack is very similar, 

regardless of the size of the botnet carrying out the attack. All 3 Class trials shows CPU usage in 

the 60-70% range for the duration of the attack traffic introduced in each trial. Although, 70% 

CPU usage will result in the target service suffering in performance, it is not enough to lock up 

the target server.  

 

Figure II-31 UDP Flood – All Classes – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Windows UDP HTTP GET Transaction Loss (Estimated from Output PDF) 

 Figure II-32 shows the HTTP GET transaction rate comparison for the UDP Flood trials. 

To begin, the baseline 3000 HTTP GET packets per second rate of traffic is noted. Although the 

UDP Flood effected the CPU similarly across all classes, the effect on the availability of the 

service was entirely unique. All class trials show normal traffic until about 20% attack load. 

Class A trial shows a rapid drop in connections at 30% attack load, a slow decline in available 

connections during the attack, and finally, complete loss of availability at 80% attack load. Class 
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C shows similar behavior to Class A only the decline in connections during the attack occurs 

slower and loss of availability occurs at 90% attack load. Class B trial results indicate uptime 

throughout the attack with less than 500 connections available only occurring at max load. At 

90% attack load, nearly half connections are still available.  

 

Figure II-32 UDP Flood – All Classes – HTTP GET Transaction Rate 
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CHAPTER III   
 

CENTOS OPERATING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE UNDER DDOS ATTACK 

 

Once the set of Windows Server trials in the previous section were concluded, the target 

machine was formatted with a fresh installation of CentOS 15. The version used is readily 

available on their website as a typical installation or a minimal installation. The typical 

installation contains many libraries and prepackaged software that you might expect in a typical 

installation of Windows, such as security software, word procession software, a GUI, etc. The 

minimal installation is only command line and some basic packages required by the Linux 

kernel. This version is intended for the seasoned veteran Linux user, or those who may want to 

keep their footprint as small as possible, while using the same CentOS kernel. The typical 

installation may come with software some user may not want, so the minimal installation would 

be preferable as in most cases it is easier to start at the bottom and build whatever it is the task 

ahead may require. In order to keep the results of this experiment as consistent as possible, the 

typical installation was used for the following set of trials. 

 After the Operating System was installed, the firewall needed to be configured to allow 

the HTTP transaction traffic, as well as the attack traffic. This server software used is Apache, 

which is readily available in the CentOS software repository. Once this server was created and 

configured, the final problem was recording the data required by the experiment outline, the CPU 

core usage data and the HTTP GET transaction data. CentOS does not have a Data Collector Set 
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software, so this required some creativity. The software ‘htop’ was used in this 

experiment. For all intents and purposes, this was used as an equivalent to Windows Task 

Manager; solely to monitor the amount of ingress traffic to determine if any traffic was currently 

being received by the target machine. This software allowed for each CPU core to be monitored 

as well. However, this software did not allow me to export this data. In my research I discovered 

‘SYSSTAT’, this software was key in outputting the required data for this experiment. With this 

software, I was able to export data in a comma separated value, semicolon delimited, Excel file. 

This recorded each CPU Core as well as the average CPU Core usage.  

The CentOS section of this experiment follows the same outline of the Windows Server 

section. The initial trials cover Layer 3 attacks and the later Trials cover Layer 4 attacks.   

 

CentOS Ping Flood Attack 

Ping Flood Class A – 16M Hosts 

 Figure III-1 shows the behavior of each processor core during the attack. The baseline 

information for each trial remained essentially the same; with no attack traffic introduced, the 

normal traffic puts CPU Core usage around 20%. Once the attack traffic is introduced, you see 

an initial jump, followed steady rise in CPU usage. This rise is consistent with each increase in 

attack traffic, roughly 10-15% at each increase. CPU Core usages maxes at 400MBps or 40% 

attack traffic. It is here where we first see the CPU core usage reach 80%, the highest point in the 

trial. It remains at 80% for the rest of the trial. At 100% attack traffic load, or 1000Mbps, the 

CPU does drop, but only by 5%. This is attributed to the Operating System likely trying to 

mitigate some of the ingress attack traffic. The initial trial was very promising as it shows the 
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data collection software is working well in conjunction and data was recovered that is 

comparable to the Windows Server data.  

 

Figure III-1 Ping Flood – Class A – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure III-2 Ping Flood – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Ping Flood Class B – 65k Hosts 

Figure III-3 shows the CPU Core usage for the second trial of Ping Flood, Class B. This 

is the first trial to show an uneven load on the CPU Core usage information. Initially, we see the 

20% CPU Core Usage with no attack traffic. The load appears to be marginally uneven but 

negligible. However, once attack traffic load reaches 200 Mbps, we start to see Processor Core 1 

start to fall behind. This becomes more evident in the rest of the experiment. It happens to 

multiple cores, not just Processor Core 1. This is due to the different scheduling scheme 

packaged in CentOS, known as CFS, or Completely Fair Scheduling.[97] Processor 1 is much 

lower than the other processors, which are all higher than they would normally be. The average 

is still taken to get an accurate sample. This information is more clearly presented at the end of 

the Ping Flood section, where all classes are compared. 

 

Figure III-3 Ping Flood – Class B – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure III-4 Ping Flood – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Ping Flood Class C – 254 Hosts 

 Figure III-5 shows the CPU core behavior witnessed in the previous section as well. This 

further cement the concept that the Linux Kernel distributes the attack traffic load differently 

than Windows Server. The initial 20% CPU core usage is visible in this trial as well. This trial 

shows a steady rise in CPU core usage, again, maxing out at nearly 80%. This, however, occurs 

later in the experiment around the 700Mbps mark, illustrated in Figure III-6.  
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Figure III-5 Ping Flood – Class C – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure III-6 Ping Flood – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

CentOS Ping Processor Total Average Comparison 

Figure III-7 shows the results from the Ping Flood attack against the CentOS target 

service. At 0% attack load, the nominal traffic match those of the previous attacks, roughly 25% 
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of the total average CPU usage. Each Classes’ results show no more than a 5-10% difference, so 

any of these abnormalities are at the fault of other services. In this attack, we reach the saturation 

point as soon as 400Mbps, 40% attack load. Here we see saturation upwards of 80% for most of 

the attack, with the higher attack loads dropping to the typical 78%, still quite high and 

effectively rendering the service unavailable. As previously mentioned, although Class B CPU 

core usage reflected different levels of usage when compared to Class A, the total average CPU 

usage results are so close, they seem to be identical. So, although one Core seemed to be 

processing fewer threads, the other cores seem to process more, so the average remains the same. 

 

Figure III-7 Ping Flood – All Classes – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

CentOS Ping HTTP GET Transaction Loss (Estimated from Output PDF) 

The HTTP GET transactions shown in Figure III-8. The loss of normal traffic begins at 

about 300Mbps which has been consistent across all attacks. After, we see a steady decline in 

available connections. As early as 600Mbps, the threshold for total loss is reached and very few 

legitimate connections can be made under Ping Flood attack. At the max attack load, less than 100 
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connections can be made under attack. At 500Mpbs attack load, before the point of saturation, the 

system can maintain around 1300-1400 connections per second. This is more connections that 

Layer 4 attacks at the same points. Although those protocol take more action to secure the packets 

being sent, this overhead adds up and leads to more losses due to inability to process legit traffic 

as well as attack traffic. However, since ICMP attacks require less resources to maintain, these 

types of attacks could effective be kept up for longer periods of time. 

 

 

Figure III-8 Ping Flood – All Classes – HTTP GET Transaction Rate 

 

CentOS Smurf Attack 

Smurf Attack Class A – 16M Hosts 

 The next series of trials involves a Smurf attack against the target device. Initial traffic 

shows the expected 20% CPU core usage. Once the attack traffic is introduced, an initial jump in 

CPU core usage occurs, to about 30% usage. After, a steady rise is visible; Roughly 10% CPU 

core usage for each phase of the attack. Shown in Figure III-9, once the 500 Mbps mark is 
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reached, we start to see the CPU core usage plateau at around 65%. The CPU usage remains at 

the level for the remaining duration of the trial. Even though this trial utilized a very large botnet, 

the Operating System is handling the large amount of traffic, because typically the CPU usage 

would max out at around 80%. However, in this case, the CPU core usage noticeably lower than 

previous trial and reflects the Operating Systems ability to function under DDoS attack. 

 

Figure III-9 Smurf Attack – Class A – CPU Processor Usage 

 

Figure III-10 Smurf Attack – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Smurf Attack Class B – 65k Hosts 

 Figure III-11 shows the next phase of the Smurf Attack DDoS trial. Unlike the previous 

trial, Class B shows steady levels across each CPU core. This is due to less hosts sending attack 

traffic to the target machine. The experiment begins with expected CPU core usage with the lack 

of attack traffic. Similar to the previous trial, we see a steady 10% rise at each load during the 

attack, shown in Figure III-12. However, this trial shows a much higher max CPU core usage, 

more in line with previous trials. At about 600 Mbps, the CPU core usage reaches 80% and 

slowly declines over the rest of the trial. The final CPU core usage at max attack load is 70%. 

Although this reading is marginally lower than the maximum, its still quite significant and 

reflects stress on the target machine. 

 

Figure III-11 Smurf Attack – Class B – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure III-12 Smurf Attack – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

Smurf Attack Class C – 254 Hosts 

 The final phase of the Smurf Attack trial is the Class C trial. The first thing to note is that 

although this Class has a much smaller number of hosts than the previous two, the results are still 

quite significant and goes to show the type of damage a Smurf attack can cause if unmitigated. 

Initial nominal traffic shows the expect 20% CPU core usage. Once attack traffic is introduced, 

we see a steady rise over the course of the attack. According to the Figure on the next page, it 

still evident that a consistent 10% rise occurs at each attack load increase over the course of the 

DDoS attack. Figure III-14 indicates that the maximum CPU core usage for this trial was 75% at 

700Mbps attack load. The max attack load reading shows that the CPU core usage decreased to a 

final value of about 68%. Just like the previous trial, this trial shows a steady rise, followed by a 

steady decline after a short peak. However, each trial performs so similarly it’s likely that the 

Smurf attack is handled by the Operating System in way that the size of the botnet is not of 

significance, but more likely reliant on resource utilization.  
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Figure III-13 Smurf Attack – Class C – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

Figure III-14 Smurf Attack – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

CentOS Smurf Processor Total Average Comparison 

Smurf Attack results follow a similar trend to that of the Ping attack, however not quite as 

severe. The initial stage shows normal traffic with a slower increase over the length of the DDoS 

Attack. Here we see smaller, 5-10% increased as the attack load increases. The peak of the attack 
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occurs at 700Mbps whereas the peak for Ping Flood occurred sooner. There is also much variation 

across each class, with Class B attack being the only to reach the typical 78% CPU usage saturation 

threshold. At 800 Mbps, the trials start to plateau at a number lower than the saturation threshold. 

Class B, the highest performing of the attacks, remains at 70% average usage, even at max load. 

Theoretically, this attack could be considered less effective than the “less sophisticated” Ping attack, 

at least in regard to saturating the CPU cores. 

 

 

Figure III-15 Smurf Attack – All Classes – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

CentOS Smurf HTTP GET Transaction Loss (Estimated from Output PDF) 

 The HTTP GET transaction losses reflect the previously state hypothesis of a Smurf 

attack being less effective against a CentOS hosted server. The system is able to maintain normal 

traffic until 500 Mbps with less than 500 transactions per second lost across all classes. At 400 

Mbps, the first changes being to occur, but they are nearly negligible as they appear to be 50-100 

transaction losses, compared to the 500 or so lost during the next phase of the attack load 
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increase. The target system is able to maintain a suitable amount of connections to remain above 

the saturation threshold until 90-100% attack load. At max attack load, we see total saturation 

and maximum connection losses. 

 

Figure III-16 Smurf Attack – All Classes – HTTP GET Transaction Rate 

 

CentOS TCPSYN Attack 

TCPSYN Attack Class A – 16M Hosts 

This set of trials is when we begin the Layer 4 attacks. First, see Figure III-17 below 

shows how damaging a Layer 4 attack can be. The first trial shows the expect normal traffic 

before attack traffic is introduced. Once attack traffic begins, we see a large spike in the first load 

of the attack, 100 Mbps. The CPU core usage doubled. Unlike the previous trials, the steady rise 

is at a much large rate, almost 20% CPU core usage. At around 300 Mbps, the CPU core usage 

has reached 70% and continues to rise for the remainder of the trial. The final reading at max 

attack load shows the CPU core usage sitting at 80%.  
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Figure III-17 TCPSYN Attack – Class A – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure III-18 TCPSYN Attack – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

TCPSYN Attack Class B – 65k Hosts 

 Figure III-19 shows the next trial in the experiment. Immediately it is apparent that 

TCPSYN attacks are more dependent on resource utilization rather than botnet size. This concept 
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will be confirmed in the next phase of the trial if the pattern continues. Class B shows the initial 

normal traffic. Once attack traffic begins, you the 20% jumps that occur over the increasing 

attack load. At 100 Mbps, the CPU core usage has doubled the nominal traffic levels. Again at 

300 Mbps, the CPU core usage has reached 70%. This value slowly increases over the remainder 

of the trial, ending up at 80% CPU core usage at 1000 Mbps attack load. These results are very 

similar to the previous trial and indicate that Layer 4 DDoS attacks, even against Linux OS, can 

still be quite formidable. 

 

Figure III-19 TCPSYN Attack – Class B – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure III-20 TCPSYN Attack – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

TCPSYN Attack Class C – 254 Hosts 

 Finally, Figure III-21 shows the Class C trial for the TCPSYN attack against CentOS. As 

expected, Figure III-22 shows that regardless the size of the botnet, a TCPSYN Attack can 

effectively render a target device useless if the attack traffic is not properly handled and allowed 

to be processed by the CPU. Initially, normal traffic levels are shown to be 20%, as expected. 

Once attack traffic is introduced, we see the familiar spikes at each increase of attack load. At 

300 Mbps, the CPU core usage is a little under 70%. After, the CPU core usage steadily rises to 

80% over the remaining trial. Since Class C is so much smaller than the other classes, this is the 

evidence needed to claim that, under Layer 4 attack, the size of the botnet is not as important as 

the ability for the operating system to utilize its resources when handling large amounts of Layer 

4 attack traffic.  
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Figure III-21 TCPSYN Attack – Class C – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure III-22 TCPSYN Attack – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

CentOS TCPSYN Processor Total Average Comparison 

 Initially, no attack traffic is sent into the target device. Nominal operation with no load 

shows as 10-20% average CPU usage in the Apache server. Class B trials peak over 20%, but 
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Class A features significantly more addresses, so I attribute this to background processes that 

may have spiked initially. The discrepancy soon disappears, as once the DDoS attack begins 

Class B evens out with the other Classes. This is due to the nature of using random addressing, as 

a fixed address leads to only one thread being created and only one core of the CPU being 

saturated. 80% CPU consumption seems to be the saturation point, as this is consistent across all 

trials, illustrated in all Figures in this section. Figure III-23 indicates that around 500-600 Mpbs 

attack load (50%-60%) is when CPU saturation occurs. After that point, all Classes peak at 

roughly 78% CPU Usage Total. 

 

Figure III-23 TCPSYN Attack – All Classes – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

CentOS TCPSYN HTTP GET Transaction Loss (Estimated from Output PDF) 

 Figure III-24 shows the HTTP connections being made under TCP-SYN Flood DDoS 

attack. During the initial phase, no attack traffic, you can clearly see the 3000 HTTP GET per 

second baseline nominal traffic. This persists until about 300 Mbps (30%) attack load, when we 

get a sharp decline in legitimate traffic; nearly 1000 HTTP GET per second. However, this is only 
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with Class B addressing at this point. Once we move into the next phase, 40% attack load, the 

other Classes begin to decline as well. Although, Class B seems to lose connections quicker and 

sooner, this may be due to background processes. Class A should, in theory, decline the quickest, 

as it is the largest number of hosts, however it is second to Class B. Each class declines at 

different attack loads, however, each attack declines at a steady rate. At about 70% attack load, 

each class has dropped below 400 HTTP transactions per second. At this point, the attack is 

successful and access to the server is throttled. After this point, all legitimate traffic is lost in the 

remaining attack load trials. 

 

 

Figure III-24 TCPSYN Attack – All Classes – HTTP GET Transaction Rate 

 

CentOS UDP Flood Attack 

UDP Flood Class A – 16M Hosts 

 The final phase of these trials is the remaining Layer 4 attack, the UDP Flood. At first 

glance, you see similar results to the Class A trial for TCPSYN. Figure III-25 shows the initial 
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expected level of CPU core usage in regards to normal traffic. Once attack traffic is introduced, a 

steady increase is visible, roughly 10% for each level of attack load increase. At 300 Mpbs, the 

CPU core usage reached 70% and shortly after rises to 80% where it remains for the rest of the 

experiment. Already we see similar results to the previous trial. So, regardless of the type of 

attack, the operating system handles the ingress traffic very similarly, with little effect coming 

from the size of the botnet. This is further proven as this trial continues.   

 

Figure III-25 UDP Flood – Class A – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure III-26 UDP Flood – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

UDP Flood Class B – 65k Hosts 

 Class B trial shows similar results to the Class A trial. The initial 20% is marginally 

higher in this trial, closer to 25% CPU core usage with no attack traffic. The steady rise occurs 

again once attack traffic is introduced. At 300 Mbps, the target machine sits at 70% CPU core 

usage. This is expected at this point. Afterward at 400 Mbps, the CPU cure usage rises to 80%, 

where it remains. The next phase, Class C, is expected to show similar results to Class A and 

Class B. At this point, CentOS has handled Layer 4 attacks very similarly, with little regard to 

the protocol being utilized.   
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Figure III-27 UDP Flood – Class B – CPU Processor Core Usage 

 

 

Figure III-28 UDP Flood – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

UDP Flood Class C – 254 Hosts 

 The final trial in this Chapter is the Class C UDP Flood trial. As previously mentioned, 

Class C is much smaller than either of the previous Classes. However, despite this significant 
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difference in botnet size, Figures III-29 and III-30 indicate that the size of the botnet is not the 

only significant part of a DDoS attack. It is also up to how the Operating System handles said 

attack. The normal attack traffic is consistent with the rest of the experiment. The attack traffic 

shows a 10% increase in CPU core usage at each level of attack traffic load. At 400 Mbps, the 

CPU core usage has reached 70%, a little later than previous trials. This is due to the smaller 

scale of the attack. The core usage continues to rise by small amounts as the trial continues. Once 

700 Mbps threshold is reached, the CPU core usage reaches just under 80%.  

 

Figure III-29 UDP Flood – Class C – CPU Processor Core Usage 
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Figure III-30 UDP Flood – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

CentOS UDP Processor Total Average Comparison 

 In this experiment, the destination port on the target server is left open. The trials with the 

port closed lead to normal traffic since no ICMP Destination Unreachable were generated.  

Figure III-31 shows the results of the average CPU usage across all cores under UDP 

Flood DDoS attack. Again, no attack traffic load shows nominal function at around roughly 25% 

CPU usage. These results show a steady climb into the saturation point of the target system. 

However, this attack shows saturation of the target as early as 400 Mbps (40%) attack load, 10% 

earlier than TCPSYN.  During this attack, it can be noted that some trials reached 80% CPU 

saturation, higher than the TCPSYN attack, although marginally. At max attack load, however, 

the saturation point remains the same figure as the TCPSYN trials, around 78%.  
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Figure III-31 UDP Flood – All Classes – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

CentOS UDP HTTP GET Transaction Loss (Estimated from Output PDF) 

 The corresponding HTTP GET trials can be seen in Figure III-32. The loss of transactions 

begins at 300 Mbps, with Class B showing a marginally quicker decline, which falls behind once 

the 400Mbps attack load mark is reached. Once 600Mbps is reached, Class A and C have dropped 

below  the  saturation  point,  with  Class  B  just  slightly  above  500  HTTP  GET  transactions  per 

second. Past this, total loss of legitimate traffic is achieved with Class B allowing only a fraction 

of the nominal traffic to continue to the target system. The marginal discrepancy in the decline of 

each trial can once again be attributed to various background tasks as no configurations, other than 

changing the addressing class, is done between trials. 
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Figure III-32 UDP Flood – All Classes – HTTP GET Transaction Rate 
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CHAPTER IV   
 

CENTOS V WINDOWS COMPARISON 

 

 In this final chapter, the evidence gathered in all the trials will be plotted on the same axis 

so that a clear comparison could be made between the performance of Windows Server and 

CentOS. This chapter is divided into sections just like the previous entries. Layer 3 attacks will 

be covered first with Layer 4 attacks coming in at the end. This chapter will compare the Total 

Average CPU Utilization and HTTP GET Transaction rate loss between the two Operating 

Systems. These two fields compared will show not only the differences in performance of the 

two operating systems, but also show that server resources and server availability are impacted 

differently under DDoS attack. 

 

Ping Class A – 16M Hosts 

 Figure IV-1 shows the shows that the CPU usage for each operating system begins to rise 

quickly once attack traffic is introduced. Windows Server rises at a higher rate, which would 

indicate that more resources are being used to process the traffic, however after 200 Mbps, the 

CPU usage falls to a level not much higher than the baseline reading, averaging about 35% for 

the rest of the trial. Meanwhile, CentOS continues to rise all the way to the 80% CPU usage 

mark and remains there. This is a clear indication that CentOS is affected more adversely under 

Ping attack than Windows Server, at base installation. However, this is only server resources. 
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Figure IV-2 indicates that regardless the effect on machine resources that the attack has, the 

amount of available HTTP connections remains the same for both operating systems. For the 

duration of the trial, they fall at the same rate. 

 

Figure IV-1 CentOS v Windows – Ping Flood – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

 

Figure IV-2 CentOS v Windows – Ping Flood – Class A – HTTP Transaction Rate 
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Ping Class B – 65k Hosts 

 Figure IV-3 shows very similar results to those of the Class A trials. The previously 

established theory that CentOS is more adversely affected by a Ping attack is evident in this trial 

as well. The CPU usage quickly and steadily rises to 80% at an attack load of 400 Mbps and 

remains there. The Windows performance is similar to Class A; there is a quick rise CPU usage 

up to 200 Mbps attack load, where the usage falls again to much less resource intensive levels. 

Of note here is that, again, Windows rose at a larger rate initially, before falling.  

 The HTTP transaction rate shows in this trial, CentOS can maintain more HTTP 

transactions than its Windows counterpart. Initially, Windows can maintain more connections for 

a longer period, however the most drastic change occurs when the attack load reaches 40% and 

the available connections drop by over 2000 transactions. For the remainder of the trial, CentOS 

is able to maintain more connections. Other than the large drop on Windows Server, both show 

steady decline in transactions, which is expected under this type of attack.  

 

Figure IV-3 CentOS v Windows – Ping Flood – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Figure IV-4 CentOS v Windows – Ping Flood – Class B – HTTP Transaction Rate 

 

Ping Flood Class C – 254 Hosts 

 In the final trial of Ping attack, Figure IV-5 shows results consistent with the previous 

two trials. CentOS is less able to function under Ping attack than Windows; CentOS rapidly rises 

to 70% CPU usage by 400 Mbps attack load and slowly rises to 80%, while Windows repeats the 

previous trials by quickly rising like CentOS and then falling to manageable levels 

The transaction rate, shown in Figure IV-6, shows that in the case of Class C, Windows is 

able to maintain more connections over a longer period. CentOS slowly loses all its connections 

over the course of the trial. When it comes to ICMP Ping attacks, both operating systems are 

affected in very different ways. CentOS  is unable to manage resources for long, more intensive 

attacks, however is able to maintain connections as priority. However, as the botnet sizes shrink, 

Windows is more capable of maintains connections. This is an indicator that Windows may be 

more beneficial to a smaller scale network. Whereas CentOS might be more useful in a larger 

scale environment.  
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Figure IV-5 CentOS v Windows – Ping Flood – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

 

Figure IV-6 CentOS v Windows – Ping Flood – Class C – HTTP Transaction Rate 
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Smurf Attack Class A – 16M Hosts 

 The next round of ICMP attack, the Smurf attack, is shown in Figure IV-7. Immediately, 

Window rises to high CPU usage levels, peaking at 90% CPU usage. With such a large botnet 

sending attack traffic, Windows is unable to maintain resources and keep connections open. By 

300 Mpbs, the device is fully locked up and has the largest decrease in available connections at 

the corresponding point in Figure 72. By 400 Mbps, or 40% attack load, there are no available 

connections.  

 CentOS trials show a steady rise to a peak of about 65% CPU usage. This shows that 

CentOS is able to manage its resources better under a Smurf attack. CentOS is also able to 

maintain more connections for a longer period under attack; however, CentOS still loses all 

connections at the 90-100% attack load mark.  

 

Figure IV-7 CentOS v Windows – Smurf Attack – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Figure IV-8 CentOS v Windows – Smurf Attack – Class A – HTTP Transaction Rate 

 

Smurf Attack Class B – 65k Hosts 

 In the next set of results, it is even more clear that Windows has trouble with a Smurf 

attack as the botnet size is drastically smaller, but the results are very similar to the Class A 

results. There is a rapid rise once attack traffic is introduced; 70% CPU usage at only 100 Mbps 

attack load. Soon after at 300 Mbps, the victim machine has reached 90% CPU usage where it 

remains. The transactions rate also has a large drop at 300 Mbps, or 30% attack load, and no 

connections are available by the next phase of the attack, 40% attack load.  

 CentOS performs similar to the Class A trial; there is a steady rise, about 10% usage per 

attack load. At 600 Mbps, the server has reached 80% CPU usage. Over the rest of the trial, the 

usage drops to 70% at max attack load, 1000 Mbps. The transaction rate also outperforms the 

Windows counterpart in this Class, according to Figure 74. At 900 Mbps, or 90% attack load, no 

more connections are available. This shows the significance of a  large scale Smurf attack on any 

system.  
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Figure IV-9 CentOS v Windows – Smurf Attack – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

 

Figure IV-10 CentOS v Windows – Smurf Attack – Class B – HTTP Transaction Rate 

 

Smurf Attack Class C – 254 Hosts 

 In the final section of the Smurf attacks, the Class C attack, it is clear that Windows 

Server has difficulty performing under this type of Layer 3 attack. Under Class C Smurf attack, 
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Windows Server reaches 90% CPU usage by the 300 Mbps, or 30% attack load, mark. Although 

at max attack load, the CPU usage falls by a little over 10%, but still remains quite high. HTTP 

connections are also rapidly lost under Class C attack. By 30% attack load, or 300 Mbps, over 

half the connections have been lost. At 40%, all connections have bene lost.  

 CentOS shows a steady rise in Figure IV-11, to a peak of 75% CPU usage at 700 Mbps. 

After, CPU usage drops to about 65% usage. Figure IV-12 shows, under Class C attack, CentOS 

is able to keep many more connections open over a long period. It is not under the 70% attack 

load mark that shows the most significant drop in connections. At the 90% attack load mark, less 

than 500 connections are available. Although we had varying results in the previous Layer 3 

attack, these trials show a much clearer comparison between the two operating system at all 

Classes.  

 

Figure IV-11 CentOS v Windows – Smurf Attack – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Figure IV-12 CentOS v Windows – Smurf Attack – Class C – HTTP Transaction Rate 

 

TCPSYN Attack Class A – 16M Hosts 

 This section will cover the first of the Layer 4 attacks, the TCPSYN Flood attack. Class 

A results show that once attack traffic is introduced, Windows CPU usage quickly rises to a little 

above 80% CPU usage and remains in that threshold. Figure IV-14 shows that once attack traffic 

is introduced, all connections are immediately lost, as early as 10% attack load. Class A 

TCPSYN attack causes Windows to saturate the CPU and lose all connections. 

 Figure IV-13 shows CentOS is still able to function under this form off attack. The results 

show a steady rise over the course of the trial and plateaus at about 80% CPU usage at the 700 

Mbps mark. At higher loads, this form of attack shows strong results against the operating 

systems. Figure IV-14 shows that at the same mark, 700 Mbps or 70% attack load, all HTTP 

connections are lost. The beginning of the attack retains several connections but as the attack 

ramps up, the connections are quickly lost: The biggest difference at the 40-50% attack load 

mark.  
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Figure IV-13 CentOS v Windows – TCPSYN Attack – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

 

Figure IV-14 CentOS v Windows – TCPSYN Attack – Class A – HTTP Transaction Rate 

  

TCPSYN Attack Class B – 65k Hosts 

 Once the botnet size shrinks, Windows is able to perform under this type of attack, but 

not for long. Figure IV-15 shows here is a rise in CPU usage once attack traffic is introduced and 
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a steady climb to 80% CPU usage by the 300 Mbps mark. The system CPU usage remains at 

80% for the rest of the trial. More connections are also available under this type of attack. The 

target system is able to maintain all 3000 connections until the 20% attack load mark, where 

connections established drops by almost half. By 40% attack load, less than 500 connections are 

available and the number continues to drop. By 50%, all connections are lost.  

 Even under Class B TCPSYN attack, CentOS continues to show superior performance to 

Windows Server. Figure IV-15 shows a steady rise in CPU usage, about 15% per phase of the 

attack. At 300 Mbps, the CPU usage has reached 70% and plateaus just under 80% at 600 Mbps. 

Both operating systems are able to maintain all connections for the initial phases of the attack 

and remain relatively similar in performance for the duration, shown in Figure IV-16. Although 

CentOS loses connections at a marginally smaller rate, by the later stages of the attack, neither 

operating system is able to maintain any connections. By 50% attack load, both operating 

systems maintain less than 500 connections. 

 

Figure IV-15 CentOS v Windows – TCPSYN Attack – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Figure IV-16 CentOS v Windows – TCPSYN Attack – Class B – HTTP Transaction Rate 

 

TCPSYN Attack Class C – 254 Hosts 

 The Class C TCPSYN attack results show very different results than the previous trials. It 

seems that Layer 4 attacks are more dependent on the botnet size than Layer 3 attacks. Figure 

IV-17 shows Windows Server CPU usage rising at a higher rate then CentOS, before dropping 

down to a manageable 40% CPU usage for the remainder of the attack. The HTTP transaction 

rate in Figure IV-18 indicates that under Class C attack, Windows is still able to maintain many 

of its HTTP connections. These connections are retained under max attack load where we have a 

large drop, below 500 transactions per second. 

 CentOS appears to process the traffic the same way, regardless of the size of the botnet. 

There is a steady rise, about 10% per phase, up to 75% at 400 Mbps. After, the CPU usage rises 

to 80% at 600 Mbps where it remains. Like Windows Server, CentOS was able to maintain all 

connections until about 400 Mbps, or 40% attack load. The connections per second begin to 
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decline, with a large drop at 50% attack load. By 70% attack load, less than 500 connections are 

available, and the amount continues to fall after that. 

 

Figure IV-17 CentOS v Windows – TCPSYN Attack – Class C -Total Average CPU Usage 

 

 

Figure IV-18 CentOS v Windows – TCPSYN Attack – Class C – HTTP Transaction Rate 
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UDP Flood Class A – 16M Hosts 

 The last major section of this chapter is the comparison of the Layer 4 attack, UDP Flood. 

Figure IV-19 shows a rapid increase in Windows CPU usage once attack traffic introduced. At 

100 Mbps, the CPU usage jumps to 60%. From here, the value begins to rise and fall as the 

experiment continues, however the CU usage remains at an average 65%. According to Figure 

IV-20, Windows can keep connections open for the initial stages of the attack. Then there is a 

large drop in connections. However, after this large drop, the decline becomes steadier as the 

attack ramps up. This large drop, over 2000 connections per second, occurs relatively early in the 

attack, at 30% attack load. The amount of connections drops below 500 at the 60% attack load 

mark. 

 Under Class A UDP Flood, CentOS suffers more resource usage as well as lost HTTP 

connections. By 300 Mbps, CPU usage has reached 70% and slowly rises up to 80% at max 

attack load. Figure IV-19 shows a roughly 15% CPU usage difference in the later stages of the 

attack. The early stages of the attack also boast minimal connection losses, according to Figure 

IV-20. At the 30% attack load mark, we see the first signification decrease in connections 

available. After this we see the largest changes in transactions per second; by 50%, there are less 

than 500 connections available. CentOS HTTP connections dropped more steadily than 

Windows, but Windows was able to maintain more connections for a longer period.  
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Figure IV-19 CentOS v Windows – UDP Flood – Class A – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

 

Figure IV-20 CentOS v Windows – UDP Flood – Class A – HTTP Transaction Rate 

 

UDP Flood Class B – 65k Hosts 

 Like the previous section, Figure IV-21 shows an initial rapid rise in CPU usage. 

However, after this jump, Windows is able to maintain this level of CPU usage. The CPU usage 
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remains in this 60-65% region for the remainder of the trial. Windows is able to maintain HTTP 

get connections for longer in this trial as well. A significant drop does not occur until the 40% 

attack load mark. After, it is a slow decline, about 5-10% per phase of the attack. Connections 

are maintained until the final phase of the attack where connections drop below 500 per second.  

 CentOS continues to be outperformed in this trial as well. Figure IV-21 shows a 10% rise 

in CPU usage per phase of the attack until about 400 Mbps, or 40% attack load. Here, the CPU 

usage peaks at 80% where it remains steady for the rest of the trial. The connection loss rate in 

Figure IV-22 shows that both operating systems are able to maintain all connections at the initial 

stages of the attack. CentOS begins to decline at 20% attack load, opposed to Windows at 30%. 

At this point, the connection loss for CentOS is very steady. It falls below 500 connects at 70% 

attack load and continues to fall from there. 

 

Figure IV-21 CentOS v Windows – UDP Flood – Class B – Total Average CPU Usage 
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Figure IV-22 CentOS v Windows – UDP Flood – Class B – HTTP Transaction Rate 

 

UDP Flood Class C – 254 Hosts 

 In this last section, there are similar results to the previous sections. Windows shows a 

significant jump initially, but the CPU usage remains around this level for the remainder of the 

attack. The CPU usage peaks at around 70% at max attack load. Windows is able to maintain all 

3000 connections per second in the early stages of the attack here as well, Figure IV-23.  

However, after the 20% attack load mark, the connections are lost at a faster rate than CentOS. 

The rest of the attack shows the connections being lost steadily until the 80% mark where they 

drop below 500 and max load where they are all dropped completely.  

 Under UDP attack, it seems that Windows outperforms CentOS as the attacks go on for 

longer and the load increases.  After 400 Mbps, the CPU usage value is above 70% and nearly 

80% by the end of the attack. Initially it appears as though CentOS will maintain more 

connections, however as the attack continues, the losses increase at a larger rate than that of 

Windows Server. At 60% attack load, there are already less than 500 connections available. By 
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80% attack load, all connections are lost. When it comes to Layer 4 attacks, CentOS seems to 

perform better against lower load attacks. All the initial phase results indicate than as the attack 

load increases, the CentOS performance drops. 

 

Figure IV-23 CentOS v Windows – UDP Flood – Class C – Total Average CPU Usage 

 

 

Figure IV-24 CentOS v Windows – UDP Flood – Class C – HTTP Transaction Rate
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CHAPTER V   
 

CONCLUSION 

 

 The final results of this experiment are varied, and it is not easy to say definitively which 

Operating System is “better”. Each Operating System performed better or worse depending on 

the DDoS Attack being carried out. Regarding Layer 3 Attacks, Windows 2012R CPU 

Utilization outperformed CentOS CPU Utilization during all trials of Ping Flood attack while 

CentOS CPU Utilization outperformed Windows 2012R CPU Utilization during all trials of the 

Smurf Attack. The amount of HTTP Transactions with the Victim machine favor CentOS 

however, as more connections are available during every instance of Smurf Attack under Class C 

Ping Flood. Class A and B Ping Flood attack favor CentOS in HTTP Transaction rate as well. 

Regarding Layer 4 attacks, Windows 2012R CPU Utilization outperformed CentOS CPU 

Utilization during all UDP Flood trials. CentOS CPU Utilization outperformed Windows 2012R 

CPU Utilization for the duration of the Class A and Class B trials of TCP-SYN Flood. Class C 

TCP-SYN Flood trials show Windows 2012R CPU Utilization performing better under attack 

than CentOS. HTTP Transaction rates for Layer 4 attacks show Windows 2012R has more 

available connections under UDP Flood attack, as well as Class C TCP-SYN attack, which 

reflects the results of the CPU Utilization for the Layer 4 attacks. Overall, the results show that 

Windows Server 2012R CPUP Utilization typically held up well under Ping and UDP flood but 

was outperformed by CentOS CPU Utilization in Smurf Attack and TCPSYN Flood, apart from 

one trial where Windows did better. CentOS managed to maintain more HTTP Transactions
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 during nearly every attack except UDP Flood where Windows 2012R showed more available 

connections at the end of the trial for all Classes. Class C trials for Ping Flood and TCP-SYN 

Attack also show a larger amount of HTTP Transactions on Windows 2012R. The results did not 

reflect what was hypothesized, however new insight was provided. It is clear that one Operating 

System might be better suited for handling a specific task when compared with the other, from a 

performance perspective. Depending on the need or experience of the user, either Operating 

System can be applied. 
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